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Ringo Starr - Better Days

                            tom:
                Bm
Intro: Bm  Em  Bm  Em

[Primeira Parte]

Bm                 Em
Take your picture, quick, right now
Bm               Em
Make it last for one more go around
Bm          Em                   Bm      Em
Hold on even?though?the names will?change
Bm                       Em
Some of us made it to?the other side
Bm                 Em
Others didn't, and who knows why
    Bm                   Em                   Bm    Em
But those who've gone, I swear you'll still remain

[Refrão]

       Bm
Better days are 'bout to come
       A
Better days are 'bout to come
       E                                   G
Better days, oh child, are gonna blow your mind
       Bm
Better days are 'bout to come
          A
Feel them beating like a drum
       E                            G
So you better grab a tighter hold tonight
  Bm                               A
Tomorrow's just behind the setting sun
        G                                Bm
And the better, better days are 'bout to come

( Bm  Em  Bm  Em )

[Segunda Parte]

Bm                 Em
Take your picture, quick, right now
Bm               Em
Make it last for one more go around
Bm        Em               Bm     Em
Hold on before the curtain falls
Bm          =                  Em
Survived those nights at the Troubadour
Bm                    Em
Braved those scenes a life ago
Bm            Em             Bm        Em
Back to Monte Carlo, sold it all (Yes, I did)

[Refrão]

       Bm
Better days are 'bout to come
       A
Better days are 'bout to come
       E                                   G
Better days, oh child, are gonna blow your mind
       Bm
Better days are 'bout to come
          A
Feel them beating like a drum
       E                            G
So you better grab a tighter hold tonight
  Bm                               A
Tomorrow's just behind the setting sun
        G                                Bm
And the better, better days are 'bout to come (alright)

( Bm  Em  Bm  Em )
( Bm  Em  Bm  Em )

[Ponte]
Bm       D            Gb
No, this won't be the last ride
                    Bm
Don't worry when it ends
      D            Gb
We're only gettin' happier
                    Bm
We're comin' 'round again
     D            Gb
This won't be the last time
                    Bm
Don't worry when it ends
      D            Gb
We're only gettin' happier
                      Bm
So peace and love, my friend

[Refrão]

       Bm
Better days are 'bout to come
       A
Better days are 'bout to come
       E                                   G
Better days, oh child, are gonna blow your mind
(Blow your mind, yeah)
       Bm
Better days are 'bout to come
          A
Feel them beating like a drum
       E                            G
So you better grab a tighter hold tonight
  Bm                               A
Tomorrow's just behind the setting sun
        G                                Bm
And the better, better days are 'bout to come

Acordes


